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Daily Update
Tuesday, December 9, 2014

CRO Summit Chairmanship and CRO
Summit Opening Address
PwC’s Dominic Nixon, FS Leader Asia was the Chairman of the CRO Day at RiskMinds.
Dominic opened the Risk Minds 2014 CRO Forum with a reference to two key market
surveys conducted by PwC - The Global 17th Annual Global CEO Survey and the Financial
Services Banana Skins. Both surveys look at top of mind issues year on year and the top
ranking risks that dominate the C-Suite agenda. Key observations around the CEOs from
2014 include the switch from survival to growth modes with technological advances,
demographic changes and shifts in economic power impacting most on the transformation
of their businesses. Top 5 risks rated by C-Suites for 2014 are Regulations, Political
Interference, Macro-economic environment, Technological Risk and Profitability. As
businesses grapple with current and emerging risks, they are faced with challenges to
transform to adapt and achieve growth. He advised RiskMinds delegates to look out for the
18th Annual Global CEO Survey at Davos on January, 2015.

Dominic concluded the day expressing some skepticism that the C-suite is ready for some of
the risks that financial services firms are facing. He asked whether Boards and Senior
Management are ready for emerging and/or unknown risks. Given the focus around risk
though, he is confident that as we acknowledge and take ownership of these risks we can
build a path forward and learn from each other.
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Technical Stream Presentations

Eduardo Viegas, PwC’s Head of Quantitative Analytics and Business Solutions, was the
Chairman of the Technical Stream and directed a series of sessions from a number of risk
practitioners. The theme of the morning session focused on modelling risk by adopting an
evolutionary perspective and the theme for the afternoon session focused on the current way
we model risk within financial services.

The first session, on “Controlling Systemic Risk in Financial Networks” featured a dynamic
way to relatively measure systemic risk within a financial ecosystem and proposed a
‘systemic risk tax’ to curb the spread of systemic risk within this ecosystem. The effects of
these measures and propositions were evaluated using financial simulator.

The sessionentitled “Measuring the intangible growth potential of countries” proposed a
‘measure’ in addition to Gross Domestic Product (GDP) to better predict the growth
potential of a country. This ‘measure’ captures how diversified a country’s economy is in
terms of the number and range of products it makes, and its fitness – its ability to increase
GDP in the future. The results from testing this new measure on historical data (from 1995
to 2014) correctly predict the evolution of China and India as significant economies in the
present day.

Both professors presenting at the sessions are academic collaborators with Eduardo.

In the “Evolution of Risk Assessment”, the audience was made aware of the benefits and
impact of cloud computing that include providing customers with significant computing
power and/or storage at no upfront capital costs or commitments to help businesses focus
on differentiating strategies. Although there challenges in its uptake .e.g. cyber risks, it is
firmly believed that the cloud is the future of the management of IT infrastructure.

The afternoon sessions focused on: Risk neutral probabilities for Valuations and hedging
strategies, Real world probabilities for Risk management and how to quantify the differences
between these two probability measures. This provided the audience with a clear distinction
of the requirements for pricing and risk management models. The practicalities of back-
testing Expected Shortfall (ES), the new measure to replace Value at Risk (VaR), for model
validation as per the Fundamental review of the trading book was also presented during the
afternoon session. Finally, there were passionate and philosophical discussions on Bitcoin as
a decentralised digital currency not backed by any government, was discussed as a
conceptual possibility for the shake-up of the central bank’s economic policy function to
supply money.
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Working Lunch Presentation: That Shrinking Feeling: Tracing The
Changing Shape Of The European Banking Industry

Last year, one of the highlights of the conference was a speech by Chris Matten entitled
'Basel III and its many cousins: whatever happened to the globally co-ordinated response?'.
In this talk, which found a high degree of resonance with the audience, Chris touched upon
the uncertainty facing banks as they will be forced to identify and move into the implied
'sweet spot' that optimises the various constraints under the regulatory reform agenda
(higher risk-based capital ratios, leverage ratio, liquidity ratios), and noted that as they have
not been calibrated collectively who knows whether this sweet spot is the right one? This
leads to the possibility of unforeseen negative consequences.

This year, Chris followed up on this theme, using PwC thought leadership to see whether we
are any clearer on where the 'sweet spot' is. A research article written by the Economist
Intelligence Unit, sponsored by PwC, carries the same title as Chris' lunchtime talk, and was
previewed at RiskMinds. The research traces the changing shape of banks' balance sheets,
both in the EU but also, as a control, looking at major banks in the USA, Australia, Canada
and Japan. The research was based on actual financials from the these banks for the period
2009 -2013, and presents the results in the form of aggregate results for banks in each of the
jurisdictions. It clearly shows how banks' balance sheets have become much less risky, and
much more liquid, at the same time that capital ratios have gone up. Interestingly, it shows
that overall balance sheets in Australia and Canada continued to grow until 2012, falling
only in 2013, whereas the other jurisdictions have seen balance sheets falling since 2011.
Since the Canadian and Australian banks were not really impacted by the financial crisis,
this allows us to tease out how much of the change is due to the change in capital and
liquidity requirements (which affect all the jurisdictions) and how much was simply a 'clean
up' after the financial crisis. Corporate lending has borne the brunt of the reduction, with
RWAs for EU banks falling by a significant 17% over the past three years. While it is difficult
to see through the fog of the complex regulatory reform agenda to see where the 'sweet spot'
will end up, there are some clear trends. It is also interesting that the changes in Canada and
Australia only started to happen quite recently, suggesting that the pending imposition of
the LCR and the leverage ratio have having a marked impact on banks' balance sheets,
whereas the higher risk-based capital ratios affected capital (the numerator), but not so
much risk-weighted assets (the denominator).
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CRO Summit Presentation: Establishing Risk Culture – Defining the
Right Leadership and Employee Behaviours, Incentives and Rewards

A PwC presentation that received a lot of buzz was Bhushan Sethi’s CRO Summit Keynote
‘Establishing Risk Culture – Defining the Right Leadership and Employee Behaviours,
Incentives and Rewards’. He began with defining the linkage between corporate and risk
culture and discussed how this was “top of mind” for financial institutions, regulators and
the media. He shared anecdotes on how firms have addressed risk culture over the past few
years, supported by insights from PwC’s 2014 Global Banking Risk Culture Survey,
commenting that 30% of respondents saw an inconsistency between management
communications and actions on risk management. In addition, on average survey
respondents graded their risk cultures a C+, despite increased priority by leadership in
response to heightened regulatory expectations, highly publicized missteps, and subsequent
reputational and brand damage.

The part of Bhushan’s presentation that was particularly interesting was when he mentioned
that banks are responding in two ways to increased scrutiny of their risk cultures – either a
top-down approach focused on defining assumptions & beliefs, values & behaviors, metrics
and rewards or a targeted focus on risk culture which addresses risk appetite, roles and
accountabilities across the lines of defense, risk expectations and refining talent practices.
He commented that these two approaches need to be integrated and there is an opportunity
to address fundamental corporate culture challenges, such as ineffective collaboration,
“management challenge” or poor execution, that might be barriers to addressing risk culture.
He also described the six components (leadership, organization & governance,
communications, talent and technology global operating norms and technology) of the PwC
risk culture framework and how this is used to diagnose and design risk culture solutions, as
well as a basis to collect survey data for the recently published PwC viewpoint on Cure for
the common culture: how to build a healthy risk culture.

He concluded by inspiring the audience to create the risk culture they desire – to change
industry norms, leadership must continue to visibly demonstrate and support risk culture
capabilities in innovative ways – and gave six examples on how to do so, highlighted below:
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Finally, he concluded by discussing how firms can leverage surveillance data to analyze patterns of
behavior and proactively address risk culture issues, embed more attitudinal screening into the hiring
process and create an environment where “management challenge” is considered the new
management model

Please contact Bhushan if you would like to know more about PwC’s Risk Culture capabilities
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CRO Panel Discussions

The CRO panels chaired by PwC partners brought additional insight to the RiskMinds
conference delegates.

Mike Alix opened the first panel discussion of the main conference ‘The Challenges Of
Global Banking - What Do Regulatory Initiatives Mean For Bank Business Models, Risk
Management Strategy & Processes’ by differentiating between regulation that is forcing
increases in resilience (capital and liquidity), changes in institutional and market structure
(Volcker/Vickers, living wills, derivatives clearing and settling) and governance
(strategy/risk appetite, data aggregation and IT improvements, and culture). He asserted
that while the specific emphasis may vary across institutions, generally the regulators’
governance, infrastructure and culture imperatives are well aligned with the CRO agenda,
since they focus on enhancing the stature and tools available to measure and manage risk.
All of the regulatory reforms are impacting the strategy and structure of banks, particularly
the global institutions. The panelists agreed that that the rising bar of regulatory
expectations was yielding improvements in risk management, including better engagement
between risk managers and business leaders and more informed risk and strategy decisions.
But the panelists also expressed concerns about the differences in regulatory requirements
across jurisdictions and some potentially adverse consequences of new rules -- including
concentrations of exposure with CCPs and reduced liquidity and higher hedging costs for
corporate customers.
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Julien Courbe’s CRO Panel dealt with Risk, Finance & Technology Discussion Connected
Thinking? Ensuring The Different Business Areas Are On The Same Page How Far Do
Structural, Technological & Ideological Concepts Need To Evolve To Achieve This. While the
lack of effective integration has been an issue for many years, primarily due to cultural
differences and distinct priorities between finance and risk organisations, we have seen
significant progress in the industry. After the global financial crisis, regulatory
requirements,stress testing, capital management issues and the fundamentals of decision
making have created a mandate for further integration between finance and risk. Our
panelists spoke about their own experiences with integration at the organization level, their
companies' efforts to develop common data models and common tools, and the integration
of risk and finance initiatives, where CFOs and CROs are co-chairing steering committees to
achieve joint objectives. While progress might be slower than desired, the panelists shared
an optimistic vision of finance and risk integration for the coming years.
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Chris Matten ended the day moderating a panel on "Emerging Risks and the softer side of
risk management, with three CROs – One French, one American, and one Swiss. In a lively,
very open discussion that was held under Chatham House Rules to encourage an open
exchange of views, the panel spent most of the time talking about the challenges faced by
CROs in managing various aspects of operational risk. The key take-always were that on the
one hand, operational risk cannot really be managed as a single risk class but needs to be
broken down into components which are managed separately, while on the other hand CROs
need to develop a holistic view of risks across different businesses, rather than just focussing
on the Basel-driven risk classes.
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